Beep, Inc., headquartered in Orlando, Florida, offers autonomous mobility solutions to public and private
agencies and communities in controlled speed, geofenced areas as proof points for the safe testing of
autonomous vehicles on public roads. In the United States, Beep is currently operating the largest and
longest autonomous vehicle mobility network at a single site.

Beep - Lake Nona, FL
Snapshot
Launched: September 2019
Status: Ongoing
No. of Stops: 10
No. of Shuttles: 8
No. of Routes: 5
Open Access
Fixed Routes
Public Roads
Station-based
Frequency
Partners
Beep, Lake Nona, Local Motors,
NAVYA, Bestmile, Verizon 5G,
Kittelson & Associates

THE CHALLENGE
Lake Nona, a 17-square-mile planned, neo-urban community, is one
of the fastest growing communities in the United States with Verizon
5G connectivity. It combines residential living, schools, research
clusters, medical campuses, retail, restaurants, recreational areas
with an emphasis on innovation and sustainability. The developer,
Tavistock Development Company, sought alternative mobility solutions
to provide a way for residents, employees and visitors to move around
the community efficiently while also attracting more residents and
businesses with an easy, safer and sustainable service. Tavistock
Development Company also sought ways to phase implementation
of an autonomous mobility network prior to the communities full
buildout utilizing $20M in BUILD grant funding from the United States
Department of Transportation.
THE SOLUTION
Tavistock selected Beep as the autonomous mobility solution provider
to enable services within the community. Beep plans, deploys and
manages multiple routes in the community across the 17-square
mile development utilizing a variety of electric and multi-passenger
autonomous vehicles including NAVYA and Olli by Local Motors. Beep
has also partnered with Bestmile leveraging its Fleet Orchestration
Platform to enable the shuttles to work together as an intelligent fleet.
Beep also developed and launched Ride Beep, which utilizes aspects
of the Bestmile platform to communicate with riders where shuttle
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stops are located, shuttle schedules and vehicle real-time tracking. The heartbeat of the entire operations is
then continuously monitored through the Beep Command Center to ensure optimal performance and safe
operation.
THE RESULTS
The Lake Nona shuttles operate seven days a week across five routes in the community on public roads.
All routes connect the key destinations within a community such as the Town Center, Orlando VA Medical
Center, medical campuses and residential areas of the community. Since the launch if its first route on
September 18, 2019, Beep has experienced high rider adoption while safely transporting more than tens of
thousands of passengers with thousands of hours of operations.
“In Lake Nona, we dreamed of creating an
infrastructure that would enable tommorrow’s
innovators to thrive...tomorrow is here! As
proof, we’re excited to advance, along with
our two visionary Mayors, the relationship with
Beep and NAVYA creating the region’s first
autonomous shuttle program launching the
future of mobility.” - Rasesh Thakkar, Group
Sr. Managing Director (Tavistock)

Through a phased approach and through a combination of public roads and dedicated infrastructure,
Beep has enabled the largest and longest single site AV network in the country with the following
routes:
Green Line: Retail - Residential
Launched in September 2019, the 1.2 mile route has three stops connecting the
Lake Nona Town Center, Boxi Park, the Pixon Apartments, and the Laureate
Park neighborhood village center. The route operates on a public road with
mixed traffic, and navigates through a signalized intersection. The route
operates along one of the main roads within the community named Tavistock
Lakes Boulevard and provides connections between the retail center of the
community to residential neighborhoods.
Yellow Line: Recreational
Launched August 2020, the 1.1 mile route has two stops connecting the
Laureate Park neighborhood village center and the recreational areas of the
community. The route provides direct community access to a city park, Heroes
Park, soccer fields, and Nona Adventure Park. The route also operates along
public roads navigating crosswalks, stop signs, and primarily operates within
residential neighborhoods. In partnership with the National Highway Traffic
Administration, Beep was able to safely operate the vehicle in a school zone.
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Blue Line: Residential - Community Showcase
Launched August 2020, the 1.5 mile route is an on-demand service with stops to
the various Laureate Park Model Homes and the Laureate Park neighborhood
village center. The route is intended to provide potential homebuyers the ability
to utilize a self-driving shuttle to explore Lake Nona, the various model homes,
and expose them to the technology woven into the fabric of the community.
Prior to utilizing the route, passengers have been introduced to the community
through the Lake Nona information center.
Red Line: Retail - Healthcare and University Campus
Launched October 2020 and expanded in April 2021, the roughly 1 mile route
connects the Lake Nona Town Center, Orlando VA Medical Center, UCF Burnett
School of Biomedical Sciences and the UCF College of Medicine. The route
is intended to provide employees, visitors, campus employees and students
with another transportation option to access the Town Center restaurants for
lunch without having to use their personal vehicle. The shuttle stop is also a
couple hundred feet from a bus stop providing broader access to a public transit
network.
Purple Line: Retail - Healthcare Campus
Launched April 2021, the Purple line has two stops connecting the Lake Nona
Town Center Boxi Park, Nemours Children’s Hospital and Ronald McDonald
House. The route operates on both public roads with mixed traffic, navigates
through a signalized intersection and utilizes a path dedicated for autonomous
vehicles. The route is intended to provide hospital staff, visitors, and residents
the ability to leave the campus and access the Town Center restaurants without
having to use their personal vehicle. The shuttle stop on the Nemours Children’s
Hospital campus is also a shared stop with a public transit provider intended to
increase access to the broader network.
THE BENEFITS
Beep was able to provide an innovative service to its stakeholders with less infrastructure costs than many
traditional services while promoting rider adoption with results that have exceeded expectations. Beep
strengthened the local reach with this shared transport network and thus improved the quality of life for
residents through an additional, efficient new way to connect the community. By connecting key destinations
in the community with alternative transportation options, Beep has made roads safer by decreasing the
number vehicle trips on the road and reducing the carbon footprint in the community with sustainable mobility
that is 100% electric.
≈ 25,000 passengers*

14,000 fewer
vehicle trips

thousands of fewer
lbs. of CO2
*September 2019 - May 1, 2021

FUTURE PLANS
Future plans for Lake Nona include expanding routes, stop locations and frequency to align with the growth
of the community. A $20 Million USDOT BUILD grant awarded in November 2019 will fund infrastructure
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to support more than 25 autonomous shuttles with multimodal and dedicated paths for AVs, a full-service
mobility hub, linear park and bridge and a bicycle transportation network. Beep is working alongside Tavistock
Development and Kittelson & Associates to develop, implement and provide infrastructure guidance for the
full buildout.
PARTNERS
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